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Existing news portals on the WWW have aim to provide
users with numerous of articles that are categorized into
specific topics. Such a categorized procedure improves pre-
sentation of the information to the end-user [1]. Classify-
ing of news article is determined by editor. The category
of news article is easily to determine if we do manual edi-
tion. But how the computer will perform their task, and
how it can determine the category? In a fact we can create
a tool to determine the news category (the news in Indone-
sian language) by using the JAVA Programming Language
that combined by WF and MySQL database. We can imple-
ment some text mining techniques in the application that we
have created.
Hopefully it electronically can help the editorial staff
system to classify or to know the article’s category, so that
it will reduce cost and time consuming.
Keywords: database, Java, MySQL, news category, text
mining.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, there are many websites that can provide on-
line news. Those new articles are categorized into specific
topics or categories.
Before published an article in news paper, magazine, or
web site, all of themmust be checked by editor first. The ed-
itor will classify the article’s category based on their knowl-
edge. But how if the category has not defined yet? Knowing
this category is very easy if we do it manually. We just read
the article and then we can determine the category, but it
takes time to read. We can assign this job into the computer,
but it is very hard to implement in the first time. So, many
scientists had tried to use various method that can solved
the problem, one of them is text mining method.
In the general context of knowledge discovery, specific
technique called Text Mining Techniques, are necessary to
extract some information from unstructured textual data [6].
Text mining or text data mining is a process of extracting an
interested and non-trivial patterns of knowledge from un-
structured text documents [10]. In text mining, the goal is to
discover heretofore unknown information, something that
no one yet knows and so could not have yet written down
[3]. By using text mining method, we can find the words
that represent the content of article, and then we can decide
the article category based on the frequency of keyword in
that article, such as economics, sport, health, entertainment,
or something else?
In this paper, we try to use the text mining method
(in tokenizing and filtering process) and use the keyword
database approach to determine the news article’s category.
We create a kind of tool by ourself in JAVA programming
languages, and then combine with WF and MySQL to im-
plement our method.
2. Related Work
There are a lot of research related to text mining and text
categorization, some of them are [7], [4], [6], and [9]. First
is the KDT and FaCT system [7] by Feldman and team that
used in mining reuters news articles. Their approach, how-
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ever, requires a substantial amount of background of knowl-
edge, and it is not applicable to text analysis general. In pa-
per topic with ”Applying data mining technique in text anal-
ysis”, Helena Anonen, Oskari Heinonen, Mika Klemettinen
and A. Inkeri Verkamo [4] showed that general data mining
methods are applicable to text analysis tasks. Another pa-
per that discuss about text mining is a paper with title ”Text
Mining- Knowledge Extraction From Unstructured Textual
Data”, written by Martin Rajman and team [6]. They do the
extraction process of unstructured data using probabilities
of the keyword theory. Paper from Fabrizio Sabastiani [9],
look at the main approaches that have been taken towards
automatic text categorization within the machine learning
paradigm.
3 Design
To determine the category of news article we do some
steps as follow:
1. Generating Database
Process of generating database is shown in figure 1.
Figure 1. Process of generating database
This process is done only once in the beginning, to
generate the database content with the keywords to
form each category. Database will be used during news
classification process. In Generate database, There are
3 following sub processes :
• Tokenizing and word counting
In this sub process, all paragraphs in file re-
sources will be broken down into list of words
or called tokens and frequency of each word that
will be calculated. Every letter in the file will be
converted into lowercase letter. After that, it is
stored in a temporary table. We do this process
to each of file source.
• Words Filtering
Data Input on words filtering process is the result
of tokenizing and word counting process. This
process will delete unnecessary words such as
number, preposition, conjunction, pronoun, aux-
iliary, or name of days, people, and month. This
process can help us to get the spesific word, and
to reduce the space in data storing. This process
has an important role in classifying of news arti-
cle, because the accuracy of final result is depend
on it.
• Store into database
The result of words filtering will give us a list of
keywords, and then we can store it in a database
table.
2. Determining News Category Process
Process of determining category is shown in figure 2.
Figure 2. Process of determining news cate-
gory
This is a main process for the user, since it will give us
a final result with a news category. This process also
has 3 sub processes, consist of:
• Tokenizing and word counting
Similar to tokenizing and word counting in gen-
erating database, all paragraphs in file resources
will be broken into list of words (tokens) and af-
ter that frequency of each word will be calcu-
lated.
• Words Filtering
After do tokenizing and word counting, we have
to filter the words by deleting unnecessary words
such as number, preposition, conjunction, pro-
noun, auxiliary, or names of days, people, and
month. This process is not just doing by com-
puter, but user can also delete the word that they
think it is an unnecessary words.
• Matching
The remaining words will be matched with key-
words in database. If there are some similar
words, then the result will become the category
of those keywords in the database.
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4 Experiment and Discussion
First, we made some applicable rules as follows:
• Categories that will be used are economics, sport,
health, and entertainment.
• We use 15 Indonesian news articles for each category
to collect the keywords, taken from the internet.
• Each article is consist of 200-300 words, using Indone-
sian Language grammar, and without picture or video
in the article (text only).
• Word that will be stored in database must have the fol-
lowing two requirements: (i) The word is not classified
as a number, preposition, conjunction, pronoun, auxil-
iary, or name of days, people, and month. (ii) The word
must have 5 times frequency minimum, or those words
are minimum appeared in 4 articles among 15 articles.
The word that are not fulfill those two requirements
above will be deleted.
• We use 20 articles to be tested, taken randomly from
internet.
• To determine those category, we have to take into ac-
count the category which has the greatest number of
matched words. But if the number of matched words
is less than 5 words, we will say that the category is
not classified in economics, sport, health, nor enter-
tainment.
We did the experiment by performed these following
processes:
1. Generating Database
In tokenizing and word counting process (step 1 of
generating database), we used a tool named WF, the
abbreviation of Word Frequency. It is very useful to
change the letter into lowercase, to break the paragraph
into tokens and to count its frequency.
Figure 3. WF in LINUX console
Unfortunately, this tool just can run in LINUX op-
erating system, it cannot be used in windows or
MAC operating system. It can be called from con-
sole or terminal in LINUX by writing ”wf statement
source file name> result file name” (figure 3) and the
result will be saved into text file in .txt format, like we
can see in figure 4.
Figure 4. Result of tokenizing by using WF
Next, we did the filtering and the storing of keywords
into a database manually, and did not use any software.
The result of filtering process is shown in figure 5.
Figure 5. Result of filtering process
We tokenized and filtered 60 text files (15 files of eco-
nomics, 15 files of sport, 15 files of health, 15 files
of entertainment). After tokenized and filtered 15 files
which has the same category, we merged all words, re-
placed the frequency with the category (figure 7) and
stored them into MySQL database. To store the key-
words into MySQL database, we used MySQL com-
mands like shown in figure 6. This command is used
to insert data from the text file into the SQL database
table.
Figure 6. MySQL commands
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Figure 7. All words become keywords
.
2. Determining News Category Process
We did this process with a tool that have been created
using Java programming language. The screen shoot
is shown in figure 8).
Figure 8. The tools
First, the tool needs to read the news article in txt file
format And to break the content into tokens and to
count the frequency of each token (shown in figure 9).
Figure 9. After tokenizing process
After that, we did removed unnecessary words in the
list of tokens (filtering) automatically. This process
can also be done manually by the user if they think
it is an unnecessary words. The remaining token will
be shown in figure 10.
Figure 10. After filtering process
.
Finally, we matched the remaining tokens (words) with
the keywords inMySQL database. Our programwould
do some query into the database, to get matched words.
We take the category which has the greatest number of
matched words. But if the number of matched words
is less than 5 words, we will say that the category is
not classified in economics, sport, health, nor enter-
tainment. The final result is shown in figure 11.
Figure 11. Final Result
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We have done 20 experiments that have result shown in
table 1.
Table 1. Experiment Result





5 Neither economics, sport, Religion
health, nor entertainment
6 Neither economics, sport, Politic
health, nor entertainment
7 Neither economy, sport, Criminal
health, nor entertainment







14 Neither economics, sport, Technology
health, nor entertainment







Result from all experiments are good, even some of the
results are not accurate. It is because of we just have few
keywords in the database. And maybe with some more key-
words, the result of the experiment will become more accu-
rate.
5. Conclusion
After doing some experiments, we will know that to de-
termine a news category, we can use text mining method
and keyword database approach, then apply it to the com-
puter. The tool to help determining news category have been
created by using Java Programming Language. The exper-
iments give good results but the results are depend on the
keywords in database. More complete and more accurate
keywords, they will give more accurate result.
For the next research, we suggest to use more articles as
a source to generate a keyword database, or add more cat-
egories, so we will get more accurate result. Process of fil-
tering and storing of keywords can be done by using a tool,
therefore we don’t necessary to do those processes manu-
ally. For determining of news category, we can also use
latent semantic approach, by comparing a document with
another document that has category which has been known
before.
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